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The history behind the celebration
By Viridiana Zúñiga
SPANISH EDITOR

It
all
happened
unexpectedly; 406 French
and 83 Mexicans lay dead
in the Loreto y Guadalupe
forts. The shouts of joy were
louder than the sounds
of the cannons. Mexicans
hugged and rejoiced before
the astonished look of the
world’s largest and most
powerful army at that time.
The weak defeated the
strong on Cinco de Mayo,
a day that went down in
history.
On May 5, 150 years ago,
the Mexican army stopped
the French invasion in the

battle known as the Batalla
de Puebla. This date is
commonly and mistakenly
associated in the United
States
with
Mexico’s
Independence Day (Sept.
16). But its importance
lies in the triumph of the
inexpert Mexican battalion
over the professionally
trained army of France.
Back in 1862, President
Benito Juárez had decided
that he could not pay the
debts that were owed to
Spain, England and France,
so they intervened to force
payment.
“After
a
time,
arrangements were made
so that Spain and England

get more ...
Batalla del 5 de Mayo: 11 a.m. Thursday in the EDBC's
Salon Cassia. Schedule of events, Page 8.
decided to go back; France,
however, obviously had
other intentions under
Napoleon III,” said Anthony
Knopp, emeritus professor
of history at UTB/TSC.
“With his force, which was
by far the largest, he had
the intention to march on
Mexico City and really take
control of the country. He
wanted to basically restore
the French empire in
America.”
In order to arrive in

Mexico City, the French
had to take the usual route,
passing by Puebla.
“So the Mexican army,
under
Gen.
Ignacio
Zaragoza, was prepared to
meet [the French] there,”
Knopp said.
The Mexican battalion,
which was a much smaller
and unequipped force,
occupied the city and
its two forts, Loreto and

See HISTORY, Page 8

Thousands of students vote for mascot
Jose Martinez, Cassandra Hernandez named Bougainvillea King, Queen
By Rene Cardona Jr.
Collegian Editor

The final round of mascot
voting is now closed, but the
results will not be revealed
until the fall semester, UTBrownsville officials say.
Students, faculty and staff
went to the polls April 23
through 4 p.m. Wednesday
afternoon. Although the
administration had hoped
for 6,000 votes, 3,509
students submitted their
mascot selection, with 416
faculty and staff voting, too,
Associate Vice President

for Student
Affairs and
Dean
of
Students
M a r i
FuentesM a r t i n
told
The
C o l l e g i a n Jose Martinez &
Wednesday. Cassandra Hernandez
Vying for UTB mascot are
the parrot, ocelot, vaquero,
bull shark and jaguarundi.
Compared to the first
campaign, 1,500 more votes
were cast this time around,
Fuentes-Martin said.

See VOTE, Page 18

Starting
last
week,
faculty reportedly received
notices regarding their
future employment with
UT-Brownsville,
but
officials at the University of
Texas System level would
not confirm the reports.
“The
right-sizing
is under way and is
following the timeline
the Chancellor discussed
when he visited with a
number of individuals
on the UTB campus on
April 3. The timeline is
on the transition website
…” Anthony de Bruyn,
assistant vice chancellor
for public affairs for
the University of Texas
System, told The Collegian
via
e-mail
Thursday
afternoon.
According to the UTB
and
TSC
separation
timeline, final reduction in
force notices will be sent to
faculty Aug. 1.
E-mails and phone
calls to UT-Brownsville
Provost Alan Artibise and
President Juliet V. García
resulted in a referral to de
Bruyn. Although officials
from the President’s Office
said de Bruyn would
provide The Collegian
with more information,
no e-mail or phone call
was received by press time
Friday afternoon.
Reached at a UT System
faculty advisory council
meeting in Austin on
Friday, Academic Senate
President Elizabeth Heise
said: “We have followed the
regents’ rules on academic
programs and elimination
of academic positions and
that process has been
ongoing for many, many
months. The faculty have
been involved and the
senate have been involved
in the processes.”
Heise said she did not
have accurate data on
the notices that were

See FACULTY, Page 14
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Let’s talk about (safe) sex, baby
By Jasmin Euceda
THE COLLEGIAN

Free
condoms,
a
Free Speech Alley and
presentations on safe sex
and good health are among
the activities planned for
Safe-Sexapalooza, a fair
that takes place from 10
a.m. to 2 p.m. Thursday on
the Student Union lawn.
Organized by students
in
Communication
Associate Professor John
Cook’s
Leadership
in
Communication
class,
the event aims to educate
students on the risks of
sex without protection and
the benefits of abstinence,
according to a news release
from the Office of News
and Information.
The Rio Grande Valley’s
teen pregnancy rate is
42 per 1,000 individuals
between the ages of 13 and
17, according to a report by
the Texas Department of
Health. Another report by
the agency says the high
risk of people acquiring
a sexually transmitted
disease is due to the limited
access to health care by the
area’s population.
The
House
of
Consequences will project
images and data about
sexually
transmitted
diseases. During the Free
Speech Alley, students are
encouraged to speak their
mind on the topic “Is There

Condoms will be distributed
during the Safe-Sexapalooza,
scheduled from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
Thursday on the Student Union lawn.

MIGUEL ANGEL ROBERTS/collegian

Elizabeth Louden, a professor and director of the historic preservation program at Texas Tech University’s College of Architecture,
explains the applications of the ElizaThe Leica 3-D Laser Scanner, which measures 50,000 points per second.

a War on Women?”
At noon, a bananashaped piñata filled with
condoms will be broken.
Tables will be set up with
information
pamphlets
and professionals will be
informing people about
nutrition
and
general
health.
The Office of Student
Life will serve hot dogs and
soft drinks.
“The goal of this isn’t
just safe sex; it’s to
educate people about the
possibilities
of
[what]
having unsafe sex might
lead to, what the different
preventive
measures
[are] out there,” senior
communication
major
Jesus Chavez told The
Collegian in an interview.

Chavez said it’s an
important topic “that isn’t
broached that often.”
“I believe that this is the
kind of thing that needs
to be spoken about more
often, especially in a college
setting, where, frankly, sex
happens more often than in
high school,” he said.
The discussion will be
serious.
“We want to make [the
discussion] fun in a playful
but serious way,” Chavez
said.
Also participating in
the fair are the Cameron
County
Department
of Health and Human
Services, the Valley AIDS
Council, the Texas Freedom
Network and Pregnancy
Testing Centers of the RGV.

Ready, set, scan!
Lecture on 3-D laser scanner’s applications in architecture
By Magaly Rosales
The Collegian

Fifty-five people watched
in astonishment as a
strange device in front of
them emitted green laser
beams inside the Education
and Business Complex’s
Salón Cassia.
The “strange” device was
a LIDAR 3-D laser scanner
Elizabeth Louden brought
to UTB/TSC on April 23
for her lecture, “Historic
Preservation Case Studies
Using 3-D Laser Scanning.”
Louden is a professor

and director of the historic
preservation program at
Texas Tech University’s
College of Architecture. She
has been working with 3-D
laser scanners since 1999
and has integrated laser
scanning techniques into
the classroom to enhance
student learning.
“The
laser
scanner
is just like a surveying
instrument, which is used
to measure distance and
angles,” Louden said. “The
only difference is that the
scanner measures 50,000
points per second. That’s a
lot.”

She explained that in
order to scan buildings
with the machine, users
base their measurements
on the speed of light. The
light, or energy, is pulsed
through the main laser,
which eventually bounces
off a surface and comes
back to the scanner. Then
the distance is calculated
by how much time the
energy takes to come back.
The x, y and z coordinates
from which the light
bounces off are also saved
and sent to the database,

See LASER, Page 8
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South Texas College Vice President for Academic Affairs Juan Mejia (left) and University of Texas at Brownsville Provost and
Vice President for Academic Affairs Alan Artibise shake hands after signing an articulation agreement that enables a seamless
transition from the college to the university for students majoring in teacher education programs.

UTB and South Texas College
unite for an educated workforce
By Joe Molina

THE COLLEGIAN

“Bar none, the most
important challenge we
all face is to produce an
educated work force in
the Rio Grande Valley,”
UT-Brownsville
Provost
and Vice President for
Academic Affairs Alan
Artibise said before signing
an articulation agreement
with South Texas College.
An audience gathered in
the Education and Business
Complex courtyard April 20
to witness three University
of Texas at Brownville
and three South Texas
College
administrators
agree to provide a seamless
transition
from
the
college to the university
for
students
majoring

in
teacher
education
programs.
“Without a doubt our
students want to attend
the University of Texas at
Brownsville, we want them
to continue their degrees
here and we cannot thank
you enough for the carpet
that is always rolled out. ...
We get the royal treatment
for our students and
that’s what it’s all about:
the students and our
community,”
said Juan
Mejia, STC’s vice president
for academic affairs.
Besides Artibise and
Mejia, administrators who
signed the agreement were
UTB’s College of Education
Dean Miguel Escotet and
Teaching, Learning and
Innovation Chair Reynaldo
Ramirez Jr., and STC’s

Liberal Arts and Social
Sciences Dean Margaretha
Bischoff and Education
Department Chair Arturo
Montiel.
In 2011, UTB’s Liberal
Arts
and
Science,
Mathematics
and
Technology colleges signed
19 other course articulation
agreements.
“I trust that you see these
agreements as important
as we do to the future of
education in the Rio Grande
Valley,” Artibise said. “One
of the advantages of doing
the work we all do is you
never doubt, when you get
up in the morning and come
to work, how important
that work is, not just for
the students, but for the
community, the state and,
in fact, for the entire nation.
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Hurry, please

“I just have an issue with the Campus Police. I think
that they’re doing a great job, but I’m
taking a stats psychology class, and
the police take about 20 minutes
to get there just to unlock the
doors [of the classroom]. I
know they have [golf] carts and
everything, so I don’t understand
why they take so long. So we’re here
trying to go over the slides, but we
don’t have slides because we don’t have a projector.”

Niccale Alibin
Senior biology major

Casa Bella grievances

“Right now I have an issue with dormitory security; I
feel that it needs to be improved.
I feel that they need to possibly
ask for [an] ID and where you’re
going. I also feel that there
should be some sort of device
that prevents cars entering,
trying to go through the exit gate,
and also exiting going through the
entrance gate. I feel that it has almost
caused many accidents.”

Audra Pancoast
Senior biology major

to the editor
Policy

Put nutritious food on menu

“One of the issues that I have with campus is that
there is not enough healthy food
around campus. That can lead to
serious conditions. … Campus
can promote more healthy eating
stuff, and put posters on what to
do and diets.”

Adalberto Lara
Freshman respiratory therapy major

Not enough parking

“My issue is that there is not a lot of parking space.
You have to pretty much rearrange your time. When
you’re in a hurry, you could cause an accident,
because you’re running late and you have to speed up
a little.”

Alexis Aguayo
Freshman criminal justice major

Letters to the editor must include the name, classification and phone number of the
author or the letter cannot be published. Opinions expressed in The Collegian are those
of writers and do not necessarily reflect the views of The Collegian or UTB/TSC administrators. The editor reserves the right to edit the letters. Send your letters to collegian@
utb.edu.

Hear our voices

What process did UT-Brownsville use to decide which
professors to let go and which to keep? I truly believe the
university should have taken into consideration the voice
of the students because we are the ones who are attending
classes taught by these professors and paying for our
education.
From what I know, the university used a mathematical
formula to figure out which professors they let go. I
believe that students should have had a voice in this
decision, and if not, I want to know why.
Just today, I found out that one of my professors in the
School of Business is getting fired, and I truly believe
this is very unfair, and I am sure many students in UTB’s
different colleges will feel the same way I feel and will
want to know the process of this decision, the reasons
and all the elements they took into consideration to make
these decisions.
Stephanie Mendez
Junior international business and finance major
and SGA Senator for the School of Business

TWEET IT

Earthy gratitude

Smokers galore

@utbcollegian I’m by south hall were it says smoke
free and Wat do I see smokers all over and security
just watching the students #mybeef

Gilbert Nate
@GilbertGoesRoar

Candid camera

@utbcollegian i would like more cameras out in the
parking lot #mybeef

S Carrizales
@el_carrizales

Tell us your beef via Twitter.
Just use #mybeef and
tweet us, @utbcollegian.

--Compiled by Marlane Ashley Rodriguez
--Photos by Miguel Angel Roberts

Letters

I wish to express my gratitude to the Student Union
staff for tending to our mother earth in this month
of Arbor and Earth days, specifically for placing
strategically located containers to dispose of the plastic
bottles and cans during the Earth Day celebration and
third annual Student Professionalism Conference for
STEMS.
Great job and keep up this practice!
Thelma Gonzalez-Sullivan
Assistant Director, Student Success Center
              

Your
letter
goes
Here.

In the eye of the
beholder
This letter is in response to the [April 23] column
written by Julie Madrigal [“Democracy in jeopardy”].
I have to agree with Ms. Madrigal. Democracy in the
United States of America is in jeopardy, but not for the
reasons she stated.
To understand why is actually very simple. The
definition of democracy is government by the people,
a form of government in which the supreme power is
vested in the people and exercised directly by them or
by their elected agents under a free electoral system. It’s
safe to say its opposite would be a dictatorship, socialist,
Marxist and communist forms of governments. Now,
what is it that these forms of governments share in
common besides be the opposite of democracy? What’s
similar is their central belief in one of an all-powerful,
centralized government.
I would argue that the real threat to democracy
is a large government with centralized power, a
government that would impose its beliefs on its people
and punishes people, organizations and businesses who
think differently. Capitalism is what has helped create
practically all the democracies that are in existence.
Because of capitalism, the sharing of ideas, opening
of markets and the creation of efficient means of
production, the world has been opened up to see what
freedoms are available to them under a democracy.
One of the American dreams is if you come to this
country and work hard, the opportunity is there for
you to succeed. So if one does accumulate wealth, what
is wrong that? Ms. Madrigal speaks of an inequality
of wealth between the top 10 percent and the bottom
90 percent. What she fails to see is the top 10 percent
of Americans pay 76 percent of all tax revenue to the
government while 50 percent of Americans do not pay
any.
There is a threat to democracy and freedom in the
U.S. That threat comes from people who want to impose,
force others to do what’s “fair” in their view.
A class has 10 students. They all take an exam, three
students make an A and the rest fail. The professor
states that it’s not fair that only three students received
an A, so he will combine all the grades and the average
will be everyone’s grade. That way, no one is above or
under anybody.
To those students who failed, this may seem fair,
but what of the three students who earned an A? Now,
instead of students, think of the students as businesses
and the professor as the government or union group.
The idea of fairness is something we should all strive for,
but who decides what is fair?
Democracy is in jeopardy, but by those who would
look to move away from capitalism and more to a
centralized government.  
Ezequiel Berrones
Senior international business major
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Roberto Uresti (left) and Tad Hasse participate in the Texas Southmost College board of trustees candidates forum, held last Wednesday in the Student Union’s Gran Salón. Uresti, seeking Place 7, and Hasse, Place 6, are two of four candidates seeking election to
the board. Candidates Ramon Champion Hinojosa and Reynaldo Garcia did not attend the forum.

Trustee hopefuls vow to secure jobs, lower TSC tuition
By Samantha Ruiz
THE COLLEGIAN

With the separation of
UT-Brownsville and Texas
Southmost
College
on
the horizon, students are
worried about debt and the
rising cost of education.
Meanwhile, faculty and staff
are waiting to hear if they
will keep their jobs.
Two of four candidates
running for the Texas
Southmost College board
of trustees addressed these
issues during a public forum
last Wednesday in the
Student Union’s Gran Salón.
In response to the
concerns
of
transition
among
the
campus
community and how he
would assure job security
for employees, Place 6
hopeful Tad Hasse said that
for the next two years, it is
not completely up to TSC.
“We need to create the
programs at TSC that
will absorb the, for lack
of a better word, excess
employees that UTB finds
itself with,” Hasse, an I.T.
technician for the city of
Brownsville said. “They
work here, they live here,
they’ve given their lives here
[and] we should find a place
for them, if we can.”
The board needs to find
out what programs are

needed and what they have
to do to get students to enroll
in them so that a “cash flow”
continues to move and the
goals are met, he said.
Right now, TSC is having
a problem waiting for UTB
to say who it is going to fire
so TSC can hire them, Place
7 hopeful Roberto Uresti
said.
“Well, excuse me, it’s
already written in the
books,” Uresti, an employee
at La Galaxia Carwash
located at 1393 Calle Galaxia
said. “[TSC President Lily
Tercero] already knows
what to do, she already
knows that there’s going to
… be all those classes that
are offered the first and
second year,” he said. “She
already should be putting
those people in those slots;
it’s very, very simple. We
could already start hiring
those people because we
already put them in those
slots.
“I expect that president to
show me responsibility, and
she better be accountable
for her actions. I’m not
going to be fooling around,
and I mean it, if I have to cut
heads, I will cut heads.”
In his opening remarks,
Uresti said there is no
accountability.
“What has happened now
at this university and at

Texas Southmost College?”
he said. “It seems that the
leadership has forgotten the
students.”
Basic courses need to be
transferable, Uresti said in
reply to a question about the
requirements at a college.
“UTB
courses
are
not acceptable in other
universities, something is
wrong,” he said, adding that
one student told him that 30

direction where we look at
that fee slip before we make
any decisions, we [need to]
make sure that student[s]
will be able to afford what
we’re proposing and not just
keep creeping it up,” Hasse
said. “… And every single
one of them can be justified.
I can justify anything in the
world if I had someone else’s
checkbook.”
In response to the same

‘I will cut heads’

Roberto Uresti, TSC board of trustee candidate, Place 7

of her hours did not transfer.
“TSC will get those courses
to be transferred at any
university.”
The college needs to meet
the scheduling needs of
students who work, Hasse
said.
Asked how he will make
the reduction of fees and
tuition at TSC a reality,
Hasse replied that the TSC
board is not in charge of
that until the partnership
expires. However, in the
meantime, programs can be
put into place so that as soon
as it is practical, the fees for
students at the college will
drop.
“Since we start in a

question, Uresti replied that
first, the college needs to
know how much it is going
to pay its staff, because staff
is key to getting students in
college.
“We can bring down the
fees but we have to look
at the debt. … You have to
know how much you can
spend,” he said. “I will work
for lower fees because I
want students to have the
opportunity to go here.”
The candidates also were
asked about a potential
tax increase in the college
district.
Uresti replied that he
always fights against tax
increases, even if it’s just a

penny.
However, he said that
because education is such an
important standard, raising
taxes can be necessary for
the sake of the community,
but otherwise there’s no
need to do so.
“There’s ways we can get
money,” Uresti said. “I’d like
to investigate the people that
have contracts with TSC
that sell all kinds of goods.
We can use that money to
supplement for the students
who don’t have money to
come to school.”
Hasse
believes
that
cutting
taxes
in
the
Brownsville School District
would make a bigger
difference than reducing
them at TSC.
“If we do need to
raise taxes, [it’s] my last
resort,” he said. “… It’s our
community college, we
need to fund it locally. … [In
Texas,] educational costs
just keep ballooning out of
control for no good reason.
This is Brownsville, let’s
do it a little different for
ourselves and get the cost
down and not go for more
taxes.”
Though
running
unopposed, state Sen. Eddie
Lucio Jr. (D-Brownsville)
also spoke at the forum.
“It sure doesn’t feel like
I’m unopposed when I get

back to the state senate in
Austin,” Lucio said. “When
I’m in Austin, I am opposed
because I do not want to cut
funding for our schools and
colleges.”
Next year, Lucio will be
leading the charge for a
medical school in the Rio
Grande Valley that allows
students to train fully as
doctors here.
Senate Bill 1909, which
was introduced by the
senator, creates a map for
the future of the University
of Texas at Brownsville and
Texas Southmost College.
“This bill ensures that
both institutions must help
each other and have their
academic houses in order
before choosing to go their
separate ways,” he said.
“It simply means this: The
University of Texas System,
UTB, must help TSC get
their accreditation before
the partnership ends.”
During the forum, the
League of Women Voters
also
conducted
voter
registration and encouraged
those in attendance to
register and vote.
This is the third candidate
forum held on campus and
was sponsored by the Center
for
Civic
Engagement,
Project 100%, the League of
Women Voters, Student Life
and the Student Union.

Getting into the recycling routine
By Héctor Aguilar
The Collegian

With the ultimate goal of
putting the entire city in an
eco-friendly state of mind,
the Green Club Verde has
begun a recycling initiative
in the Lakeway Subdivision.
The UTB/TSC student
organization, composed of
about 25 members and four
officers, planned its debut
in the late fall semester and
started to roll in January.
“Our real job is basically
to inform the community,
the citizens of Brownsville
and let them know what
recycling is all about,”
said junior English major
and club Vice President
Eduardo Martín. “We think
that it’s essential for the
community and people to
be aware of why … we need
a recycling program rather
than just recycle.”

Martín
lists
three
reasons for recycling: to
lessen global warming,
to be responsible for our
actions and to reduce trash.
The
Lakeway
Subdivision, located on
Brownsville’s
northwest
side, was the immediate
target of this club, whose
members embarked on the
task of going door-to-door
two to three hours a week,
informing homeowners of
the advantages of recycling
and what Green Club Verde
has to offer. The members
handed out recycling bins to
those who were interested,
about 140 people.
The project is funded
by two grants, one from
Wal-Mart for $2,500, and
another from H-E-B Food
Stores for $1,000, said
Green Club Verde President
María Ramírez.
“It was a very slow
process,” Ramírez said

of starting the program.
“Actually, every weekend
we would get only like 12
houses that signed [up].”
Ramírez,
a
senior
biology major, believes that
getting into the habit of
recycling is like a domino
effect; when people see
others participate, they
will be more motivated to
participate.
“I’m hoping from here
to the end of the semester,
the people in Lakeway
that didn’t want to be part
of it are going to end up
being convinced that it is
something that is worth the
time, and the investment,”
she said.
Martín
said
ESD
Recycling
officials
inform them if there is an
inconsistency in people not
participating so that they
may follow up. The recycling
company collects items at 8
a.m. every Monday and did

so for the first time the first
week of April.
“Most people are taking
advantage of it. Some of the
people that were recycling
[before
the
program
started] had to go to San
Benito or they had to go
downtown on Elizabeth
[Street], and now it’s at
their doorstep,” said Green
Club
Verde
Secretary
Mónica Sosa, a senior
communication major.
Mary Helen Valle, a
Lakeway resident and
recycling enthusiast, has
been recycling for three
years and was glad to have a
truck come to her doorstep.
“I do participate 100
percent,” Valle said. “I try, I
feel like the less that we put
into our ground, the better
off we are and if we can
reuse something, why not?
It just saves your life, saves
mine, saves our future.”
Esther Nuñez, another

HéCTOR AGUILAR/collegian

About 140 residents of Brownsville’s Lakeway Subdivision are participating in Green
Club Verde’s recycling program.

Lakeway resident, also
participates in the recycling
initiative.
“Everybody is resistant
to change, you know, just
like when the plastic bag
[ban was enforced], but I
think eventually everybody
would do it. … It’s a matter
of tossing it in the right
bin,” Nuñez.
In order to prepare items
for recycling, residents
must rinse plastic bottle

and aluminum containers,
then place them in the
corresponding bin.
Two bins are necessary
for the recycling program,
one for paper and the
other for plastic and metal
containers.
For more information,
visit
greenclubverde.
weebly.com or contact
the club via e-mail at
greenclubutb@gmail.com.
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For the love of disco
DJ Go Go Bizkit gives Brownsville
a taste of quality house music
By Regina Miller
THE COLLEGIAN

Far from the typical
electronic music events
we see in Brownsville,
caked with processed
electro sounds and the
jarring warps of dubstep,
this was a night dedicated
to real house music.
The smooth sounds of
disco house resonated
through the walls of
Philly’s
Cheesesteak
Americana as Scottish
DJ and producer Tom
Nelson, aka Go Go Bizkit,
visited Brownsville for the
courtesy photo
first time on April 20.
This visit was [almost] as big of a surprise as when
house legend Frankie Knuckles was coming to play in
Brownsville last semester, except Knuckles canceled at
the last minute.
Warming the crowd up before Nelson’s set were the
sounds of DJ/Producer Fern Argüello from Abstrakt
Audio. Argüello has long been known throughout the Rio
Grande Valley, and now Austin, for having impeccable
taste in electronic and indie music and refusing to play
anything commercial during his sets. Staying true to his
reputation, Argüello got the crowd going with quality
tracks from the Chicago, French and disco subgenres of
house.
With Go Go Bizkit’s influences stemming from these
genres, as well as deep house and funk, the transition
from one good DJ to another was seamless.
Around 11:30 p.m., Nelson started off his set at a nice
128 beats per minute, the energy in the room got even
higher as he layered his tracks with feel-good disco
samples. The crowd couldn’t resist gravitating to the
dance floor and by the time he was on his third track, all
eyes and grooves were on him.
Since Philly’s isn’t a place you would regularly go to see
a DJ play, there were no “candy ravers,” or strung-out club
kids. It was an intimate crowd made up of people who
genuinely enjoy house music and know that having a DJ
like this in town was truly a privilege. Thank goodness
for that.
As the night progressed, so did his selections. Dabbling
with his other love, French house, Nelson chose music
that had the heads of even the most conservative men
bobbing. By the end of his set, in true DJ fashion, he
took it up yet another notch by playing smooth yet hardhitting tech house and minimal tracks that were bound to
leave the crowd with a lasting impression.
Charlie Hernandez, owner of Philly’s Cheesesteak
Americana, said he hopes to bring more talent of this
caliber to his bar in the near future.
This is certainly something to look forward to. Elite
Events and other companies in McAllen are constantly
bringing quality DJ’s, such as Danny Daze and Jamie
Jones, and the electronic music lovers of Brownsville are
left to drool over the amazing music scene that’s so close,
yet so far away.

Are you
listening,
world?

JOE MOLINA/collegian

Freshman biology major Victor Hinojosa interprets the inner workings of high school shooter Josh’s mind during a therapist’s evaluation session. Playing the therapist is
senior English and sociology major Rene Cardona Jr.

REVIEW | ‘Bang, Bang You’re Dead’
Dingbat Productions’ of
William
Mastrosimone’s
THE COLLEGIAN
one-act play, “Bang Bang
You’re Dead,” represented the
mountainous effects of school violence by incorporating
three notable tragedies of the late ’90s: Thurston High
School in Springfield, Ore.; Heath High School in Paducah,
Ky.; and, Westside Middle School in Jonesboro, Ark.
The play, directed by junior psychology major Nancy
Singlaterry, was performed April 20 in the SET-B Lecture
Hall regardless of technical difficulties caused by the
evening’s erratic weather; the first of two showings went
on strong.
The initially detestable and contemptuous sole
antagonist was uncannily played by Victor Hinojosa,
a UTB/TSC biology freshman. With close-to-perfect
line delivery, Hinojosa’s conviction to the role was
unmistakable.
“Everybody has to die sometime, right,” says Hinojosa’s
character Josh, in a snarky tone, as his victims’ ghosts
persistently ask, “Why me, Josh, why me?!”
In an effort to wrangle Hinojosa’s character into a coffin,
a stage prop made to represent Josh’s own personal hell,
time and time again, the five supporting actors chanted,
“Paducah, Jonesboro, Springfield,” and refused to let
him out of the coffin until he saw the “deceased with new
respect.”
This portion of the play was the first of many dramatic
scenes that lead up to the climactic cafeteria shooting.

By Joe Molina

Although the props, costumes and special effects
seemed dull and minimal at first, the overall delivery of
the message was downright effective.
The tensest scenes didn’t shy away from the use of
vulgarities and vicious violence. The excuse for the word
choice was expressed only after the production ended and
it was explained that the play was written and riddled
with quotes from the personal journals of teenage school
shooters.
As the act reached its end, Hinojosa’s character reveals
a miserable, misunderstood and arguably mentally ill teen
way in over his head.
The combination of a neglected childhood trauma,
in-school bullying and questionable parenting is what
ultimately gets personified into a demonlike figure that
guides Josh to consider suicide as a way out.
Unable to pull the trigger, Josh’s demonic alter ego
suggests a different solution: Kill them all, “you’ll be
famous!”
Done too convincingly for comfort, Hinojosa first enacts
the murder of Josh’s parents a day before the high school
shooting takes place: Josh shoots his father as he begs for
mercy and later shoots his mother while she runs to her
unresponsive husband’s side.
Squatting besides both parents, Hinojosa enters into a
monologue in which he asks the deceased, “Why is it now
that I can talk to you?”
In the next scene, Hinojosa hovers above the bodies of

SHOTS&
LABELS
Name: Juan Perez
Classification: Freshman
Major: Communication
Clothing: shirt, PacSun ($28); pants, PacSun ($40);
shoes, online ($68)
Accessories: glasses, online ($25) belt, PacSun ($20)
Who/what inspires your style? “Photography.”
Describe your style in three words: “Relaxed, laidback and simple.”
--Compiled by Marlane Ashley Rodriguez
--Photos by Christopher Peña

See BANG, Page 8
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Laid-back and lovinʼit
PHOTOS & TEXT
By Joe Molina
THE COLLEGIAN

Brownsville EarthFest
2012’s citywide lineup
of events, the Love ReEvolution campout and
concert at Lincoln Park on
April 20 was not a washout.
Although a few spectators
fled the threatening rain
and hail, most of the Earth
Day enthusiasts continued
their
celebration
and
congregated under the
park’s pavilion.
As the night made way
for morning, local bands
entertained as audience
members pitched tents,
lit their barbecue pits and
prepared arts and crafts
to give one another. The
music ranged from folk and
reggae to rock and blues.
Renowned locals in
attendance
included
Brownsville
Municipal
Court Judge Ben Neece,
Rio Bravo Wildlife Institute
Outreach Director Joe
Boswell,
Brownsville
blogger Jerry McHale and
Alexander Stillman, a
descendant of Brownsville
founder Charles Stillman.
Rio
Bravo
Wildlife
Institute
sponsored
EarthFest 2012.

@ utbcollegian.com

Check out more photos on our online gallery.

Above: Oblivious to the time, Rouge Paradise’s lead guitarist Victor Soto
and drummer J.T. Aguilar, both music education sophomores at UTB/
TSC, jam out rock beats as the clock strikes midnight, with no end in sight.
Top right: The Rio Bravo Wildlife Institute’s biodiesel “Eco Bus” sits
across the concert’s Lincoln Park venue, allowing spectators to bear
witness to a vehicle that runs on an environmentally conscious fuel
source.
Bottom right: UTB/TSC biology graduate student Claudia Tamez gives
a friendship bracelet to Crystal Torreblanca, a fellow biology graduate
student. Friendship bracelets were among the many arts and crafts items
exchanged among attendees.

Lines and layers No drugs, sex but Rock ’n’ Beats rolls
with variety
By Rene Cardona Jr.
COLLEGIAN EDITOR

Michelle Serrano/collegian

Senior art major Priscilla A. Gutierrez visits the senior exhibit,
“Lost in Translation,” last Wednesday in the Gallery at Rusteberg
Hall. The exhibit features senior art majors Louis Maza and Jacob
Jonathan Soto. Maza is influenced by “Dante’s Inferno” and his job
as a medic. His sculpture (right), “Entropy,” and painting (on floor),
“Anger,” showcase his appreciation for abstract expressionism.
Soto’s “Occupy London” (left) is composed of multiple layers of resin,
a technique he explains mirrors the seasonal path to his life. The
next senior exhibit, “Semi-Conscious,” featuring the work of Andrew
Moncada, Tiffany Gutierrez and David Guerra, will open at 6:30
tonight in the gallery. Admission is $1, free for art majors.

Even as you barely approached
campus, the resonance of music
thickened the air thanks to the second
annual Rock ’n’ Beats music festival.
The festival, held April 21, offered
hours of local music variety with a set
list that had more than 50 artists that
ranged from punk to club-electro.
Each of the four stages hosted its
own genre. Out on the Cavalry Hall
lawn, punk, noise and metal bands
entertained the crowd, DJs blared
beats in the Student Union’s La Sala,
indie bands held court on the Student
Union’s lawn, and rappers and poets
on the hip-hop stage enthralled
crowds in front of the Gran Salón.
DJ Kabaii had a set worthy of any
Saturday night at a club. His musical
range shows strong influences by goth
beats from the early ’90s mixed in
with modern-day top-100 hits, like
Nicki Minaj’s “Starships” and Kanye’s
“New York.” The great part of any DJ’s
set is vaguely recognizing the snippets
but being so absorbed into the fastpaced beats, and Kabaii does a great
job of doing just this.
Although Kabaii entertained a
small crowd of about 15 people,
overall, Rock ’n’ Beats saw a surge
of about 300 to 400 guests, with the
event peaking at certain times and
waning at others, said Student Radio
Club President Carlos Solitaire III.
The SRC coordinated the event with
the help of a slew of community and
on-campus sponsors.
The Knight of Phoenix, composed
of Teddy Moscoro, David Valdez
and Andy Cercero, had its set on the

Johnathon De los santos/collegian photos

Above: DJ Kabaii drops his set at Rock ’n’ Beats Saturday afternoon in the Student Union's La Sala.
Below: The Knight of Pheonix strums electric guitars during their slot on the Union's Lawn.

Union’s lawn. Their songs had a new
flavor this time around with the firsttime usage of electronic guitars that
livened and quickened the band’s
pace.
One of the band’s fans, JoMario
Rivera, a student at the Math and
Science Academy on campus, said
he liked the fact that four different
options existed for a hungry music

consumer.
“That’s pretty cool, I mean, if you
like hip-hop or you know them you
can go over there,” Rivera said.
The different scenes and small
crowds at stages gave Rock ’n’ Beats a
vibe of exclusiveness, said freshman
Andrew Contreras.
“We got over there some spitting of

See ROCK , Page 18
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An expert’s view on the battle
Lecture among events planned to celebrate
150th anniversary of Cinco de Mayo
By Viridiana Zúñiga
SPANISH EDITOR

Club
spotlight
Christopher Peña/collegian

Members of the Greek Council include Secretary Philip Martinez (from left), President Rolando Ocañas, Delegates José G. Martinez
and Joelizza Buentello and Vice President Eva Robles.

Name: Greek Council
Purpose: The promotion of relationships that are conducive to the general preservation of the
fraternity/sorority system, improvement of the fraternity/sorority experience and helping the Greek
way of life remain acceptable and relevant to student life as it changes on our campus. The Council
also serves as a forum for the consideration
of mutual interests among the member
organizations.
Established: Jan. 27, 2012
President: Rolando Ocañas
Watch the interview with the club's officers.
Vice President: Eva Robles
Adviser: Student Life Director Sergio
Martinez and Student Development Specialist Stephen Cisneros
Activities: Greek Ball, Greek Week, Greek Games and philanthropic works.
Meetings: 2 p.m. every other Friday in the Student Organization Center
Membership requirements: Members are delegates chosen by their respective
organizations to represent the organization and its interests.
For more information, contact: Ocañas at rol_and_o@sbcglobal.net .

@ utbcollegian.com

--Compiled by Marlane Ashley Rodriguez
--Photo by Christopher Peña

LASER

Continued from Page 3
and they represent a point in the building.
The laser continues to do this for the whole
surface of the building.
Louden explained that the 3-D laser
scanner was primarily designed for
industry, but has found uses in many other
fields, such as architecture, landscaping
and forensics.
One day in 2001, Louden got a call.
“I hear you have a laser scanner,” she
recalled the caller saying. “You want to try
it out in the Statue of Liberty?”
“Sure, we could do that!” Louden
replied. “We could barely turn that thing
on, but we were not about to miss that
opportunity. You need to take the chance!”
The professor and some of her students
took the laser scanner and started working
on scanning the Statue of Liberty. At that
time they were still trying to understand
the capabilities of the laser scanner and
discovered different methods in which
they could measure the face of the statue.
The project was cut short after the
attack on the World Trade Center on Sept.
11, 2001, but Louden had plenty of other
opportunities to work with the laser
scanner.

BANG

Continued from Page 6
his estranged classmates, searching the
room for satisfaction. To his dismay, there
is none. Instead, ghosts of his victims arise
yet again to deliver the final blow that
breaks through to Josh.
Hinojosa wraps up the play with his
character on his knees staring into dead
space uttering, “I didn’t know it would be
forever. I thought it was ‘Bang, bang you’re
dead’ again. I thought I could just hit the

She has used it to measure and conduct
research on historic ranches, the tent
George Washington used during the
Revolutionary War, and even international
sites, such as in the ruins of the Ramses II
temple in Luxor, Egypt, and fifth-century
frescoes in Rome. A current project is the
1931 Lubbock jail.
Last Tuesday, faculty and students from
the architecture program at UTB/TSC
joined Louden to scan a historic landmark
in downtown Brownsville, the Cueto
Building, located at East Madison and
13th streets. Texas Southmost College sold
the building to the City of Brownsville last
year.
The machine took images of the Cueto
Building’s exterior, scanning two sides
of the building at a time per hour. The
students present helped set up focal points
the scanner uses as reference.
“I am going to be able to use this
[information] when I become an architect,”
sophomore architecture major Rogelio
Rodriguez said when asked how this
lecture will impact his studies. “It’s going
to be a quick way to measure existing
buildings that are adjacent to my proposed
design.”
Louden’s presentations were sponsored
by the university’s architecture program
and the Title V STEM Learning
Communities Program.
reset button and start over. ... When I
killed you, I killed all my possibilities, too.”
The act’s message boils down to a
collection of iterated phrases directed to
Josh by his ghosts throughout the play:
“So you make your face a mask, a mask
that hides your face, a face that hides the
pain, a pain that eats your heart, a heart
nobody knows.”
Singlaterry’s direction and Hinojosa’s
invaluable acting skills rendered the entire
production two thumbs up and worth the
$3 price of admission.

Bernardo Manuel Ibarrola Zamora,
a professor and researcher at the
Universidad Nacional Autónoma de
México, will present a lecture on Cinco
de Mayo in observance of the 150th
anniversary of the historic battle.
“The Mexican Consulate arranged to
bring Dr. Ibarrola … with distinguished
knowledge about Mexican military
history,” said Anthony Knopp, emeritus
professor of history at UTB/TSC.
The conference “Batalla del 5 de Mayo,”
will take place 11 a.m. Thursday in the
Education and Business Complex’s Salón
Cassia.
“Ibarrola came last year to the Book Fair
and held a highly satisfactory conference,”
said Rodolfo Quilantán-Arenas, consul
of Mexico in Brownsville. “The keynote
speech will address the significance of the
Batalla de Puebla, a date to remember the
victory of the Mexican army over the most
powerful army of the world at that time.”
Ibarrola is a history professor in
the UNAM’s School of Philosophy
and Literature. He holds doctorates
in contemporary Latin America and
geography and history.
The UNAM awarded Ibarrola the Gabino
Barreda medal for academic merit and the
Reconocimiento Distinción Universidad
Nacional Para Jóvenes Académicos in the
area of social sciences, both in 2008.
Among his publications are “Las fuerzas
militares y la fundación del Estado
liberal mexicano, 1848-1877” in the book
“Miradas sobre la nación liberal: 18481948. Proyectos, debates y desafíos”;
“Las reformas de las fuerzas chilenas de
tierra durante el gobierno de José Manuel
Balmaceda: el fracaso inicial de Emil
Körner,” in the magazine Ulúa; and, “El
huertismo: contrarrevolución y reforma”
in Gran Historia de México Ilustrada, Vol.
2.
“He was invited because of his great
knowledge in this area, Mexican military
history,” Knopp said. “The consulate
wanted to contribute to the growing impact
the celebration of 5 de mayo is beginning
to have in the [Rio Grande] Valley.”

HISTORY

Continued from Page 1
Guadalupe.
When the French army attacked on
May 5, the Mexicans resisted effectively
and, under the leadership of Zaragoza and
the young brigadier Porfirio Díaz, they
repelled the French invasion and forced
them to retreat to Veracruz.
“The Mexicans achieved a really
significant accomplishment against the
European professionally trained military
force,” Knopp said.
President Juárez declared 5 de mayo as
a national holiday in remembrance of the
battle.
“This was a political and moral triumph
for Mexico,” said Rodolfo QuilantánArenas, the Mexican consul in Brownsville.
“Mexicans, at that time, were hopeless
and skeptical due to the recent loss of
territory that the country had suffered,
so defeating the largest army in the world
was nationally unifying.”
The Batalla de Puebla is celebrated
each year with parades and different

Knopp
encourages
the
campus
community to take advantage of this
opportunity to hear an expert on the
subject.
“Getting a Mexican scholar is a unique
thing, and this is one of the things the
university is trying to do,” he said. “They
are trying to bring ideas and presentations
from outside to broaden the horizons of
the students to see something that they
would not normally see here in campus.”
The conference is sponsored by the
Mexican Consulate, the College of Liberal
Arts and the History Department.
Other activities the Mexican Consulate
is offering in observance of the holiday
include:
--a performance by the children’s
chorus of Power and Resurrection church,
directed by Francisco Batalla Bahena, at
5:30 p.m. today in the Arts Center.
--a concert by the pre-Hispanic
percussion
group
Chaac
and
Marimbalacrán-UTB, under the direction
of Instructor David López and Assistant
Professor Tom Nevill, 6:30 p.m. Tuesday
in the Arts Center.
--a photo exhibit “Los Que Se Quedan,”
from the Mexican Ministry of Foreign
Affairs, Wednesday in the International
Technology, Education and Commerce
Center.
--“Dinner on the Bridge,” 7 to 11 p.m.
Thursday on B&M Bridge.
--an economic promotion seminar
featuring Julio Carlos Marrón, of
ProMexico, 10:30 a.m. Friday in the Cueto
Building, located at East Madison and
13th streets.
--UTB String Orchestra concert,
under the direction of Master Technical
Instructor Martha Placeres, 6:30 p.m.
Friday in the ITEC Center.
--Soccer and baseball tournaments,
“Copa 5 de Mayo,” 8:30 a.m.-2 p.m.
Saturday at the Brownsville Sports Park.
--Cinco de Mayo Bash featuring the
bands Del Castillo, The Connectors and
The Brew, 6 p.m. Saturday on the Arts
Center Lawn.
--Beauty contest “Señorita 5 de Mayo,”
6:30 p.m. in Harlingen Performing Arts
Theatre.

manifestations of patriotism in Mexico.
“In the United States, 5 de mayo is an
interesting cultural phenomenon because,
although it is important, it is not a firstranked holiday for Mexicans,” Knopp said.
“[Instead,] 16 de septiembre [Mexican
Independence day], 20 de noviembre
[Mexican Revolution Day] and 12 de
diciembre [day of the Virgin of Guadalupe]
are the dates that are really significant in
Mexico.”
According
to
Quilantán-Arenas,
this holiday has reached considerable
popularity in the United States because it
is a symbol of ethnic and racial pride and
a remembrance of the contributions of
Latinos to this country.
“With the movement of the Civil Rights
and the arrival of braceros to the country,
this celebration gained more importance,”
he said. “In 1995, the president of the U.S.,
Bill Clinton, declared 5 de mayo as an
official civic festivity.”
In the battle report Zaragoza sent to
Juárez, he said: “The national arms are
covered with glory,” a motto that no
Mexican has forgotten 150 years later.

See the redesigned
UTBCOLLEGIAN.COM
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Earn $100 this week

Donate your plasma at Talecris Plasma Resources to
help save the lives of patients worldwide and earn
up to $100 this week as a new donor.

1401 East Washington Street
Brownsville, TX
(956) 982-0445
www.talecrisplasma.com

Monday: 8:00 a.m. – 3:00 p.m.
Tuesday: 8:00 a.m. – 6:00 p.m.
Wednesday: 8:00 a.m. – 5:00 p.m.
Thursday: 8:00 a.m. – 6:00 p.m.
Friday: 8:00 a.m. – 5:00 p.m.
Saturday: 8:00 a.m. – 3:00 p.m.
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ADVANCE YOUR FUTURE
THIS SUMMER.
Take advantage of our May session, extended summer,
Summer I and Summer II courses.
Clear some classes for your major or simply get some basics
out of the way.
SUMMER REGISTRATION DATES (FALL DATES TO BE ANNOUNCED):
90+ hours: May 1
60+ hours: May 2

30+ hours: May 3
Open to all: May 4

VISIT GO2UTB.COM FOR MORE
REGISTRATION INFORMATION.
The University of Texas at Brownsville is accredited by the Southern Association of Colleges and Schools Commission on Colleges to award
certificate, associate, bachelor, master and doctoral degrees. Texas Southmost College is a part of The University of Texas at Brownsville and
is currently seeking separate accreditation by the Southern Association of Colleges and Schools Commission on Colleges.
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Live Here, Save Money!

Experience the Best Chinese Cuisine in Town

Dr. Cook

Lotus Café
at Boca Chica

2489 Boca Chica Blvd.

℡: (956) 982-1888

Dine-in, Takeout & Delivery

☆
☆
☆
☆

Seasonal Seafood Specials
Cooked fresh by your ordering
Traditional table service
Amazing prices
www.lotuscafe.us

Thank You!
Brownsville Herald Readers
for selecting us as 2010 & 2011
Favorite Oriental Food
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Supreme Court moves to center of presidential race
By Charles Babington
Associated Press

WASHINGTON-The
Supreme Court, suddenly
at the heart of presidential
politics, is preparing what
could
be
blockbuster
rulings on health care and
immigration shortly before
the fall election.
The court, sometimes an
afterthought in presidential
elections, is throwing a
new element of uncertainty
into the campaign taking
shape between President
Obama and presumptive
Republican nominee Mitt
Romney.
Sharply divided between
four
conservatives,
four liberals and one
conservative-leaning swing
justice, the court already
is viewed as being nearly
as partisan as Congress.
Within weeks it will
rule on the contentious
2010 Democratic-crafted
health care overhaul and
a
Republican-backed
Arizona law that’s seen as a
model for cracking down on
illegal immigrants.
Obama sometimes seems
to be running against
the court, or at least its
conservative
members.
Whether that will sway
voters in November is

unclear. The public receives
far less information and
visual imagery of the
Supreme Court than it does
of the White House and
Congress.
An anti-court strategy
by Obama “will fire up his
base, but I doubt it will
make any bigger impact
on swing voters,” said
Republican
consultant
John Feehery.
Meanwhile, strategists
in
both
parties
are
hoping they can turn
the upcoming decisions
to their advantage--for
instance, possibly boosting
Democratic turnout among
Hispanic voters unhappy
with GOP immigration
policies or emboldening the
Republican base if Obama’s
landmark health care law is
ruled unconstitutional.
The Supreme Court
already has played a huge
and direct role in U.S.
presidential politics. Its
5-4 ruling in Bush v. Gore
settled the bitter 2000
contest by barring a Florida
ballot
recount,
which
Democrats hoped would
prevent George W. Bush’s
election.
And the 2010 Citizens
United case, also decided
5-4, greatly eased political
spending restrictions on
corporations and unions.

It gave birth to the “super
PACs” that are reshaping
campaigns
by
raising
millions of anonymously
donated dollars for TV ads
attacking Obama, Romney
and targeted congressional
candidates.
By
holding
wellpublicized
hearings
on the health care and
immigration
cases-and now writing keenly
awaited
decisions--the
court is stirring passions
on key issues in this year’s
elections.
Less
clear,
however, is how the politics
might play out.
Many
court-watchers
expect the justices to
throw out most or all of
the health law, which
Republicans
derisively
call “Obamacare.” During
public oral arguments, the
most conservative justices
questioned
Congress’
authority to require all
Americans to obtain health
insurance.
Romney may be poorly
positioned to exploit such a
ruling, however. The similar
“individual mandate” that
he successfully pushed as
Massachusetts
governor
was a model for Obama’s
federal plan.
“I don’t think the Romney
campaign will want to make
health care a major issue,”

CC-BY-SA-3.0 Matt H. Wade/wikipedia

said Democratic strategist
Doug Hattaway. “Every
time Romney criticizes
the president’s health care
reform, he opens himself
up to the Etch A Sketch
attack.”
Hattaway was referring
to claims that Romney
switches back and forth on
important policies, erasing
and redrawing pages when
convenient.
Republican
strategist
Terry Holt said a court
decision overturning the
health care law would be an
unmistakable setback for
Obama.
“It
repudiates
the
singular achievement of
this administration,” Holt
said.
Feehery agreed, saying
such a ruling would make
Obama “look like a weak
president.”
But it might help other
Democrats, Feehery said.
“It takes away a law that
is unpopular,” he said,
“but puts health care
back on the agenda for
the Democrats, which has
been a winning issue in the
past.”
In the immigration case,
the Obama administration

opposes
Arizona’s
requirement that police
check the legal status of
people they stop for other
reasons.
The law, pushed by a
Republican governor and
Legislature, has angered
some voters, including
Hispanics, in battleground
states such as Florida, New
Mexico and Colorado.
A number of court
analysts
predict
the
justices will uphold parts
of the Arizona law but may
overturn others. That could
energize Americans who
want tougher sanctions,
including
deportation,
against millions of illegal
immigrants in the country.
“This
could
prove
problematic for Romney,”
Feehery said, because it
would pit his conservative
base against much-needed
Hispanic voters in targeted
states. “If Romney handles
it right, by largely ignoring
it, it could take out a major
source of irritation for
Hispanics and maybe help
a portion of them see the
good side of Romney,”
Feehery said.
Earlier
this
month,
Obama,
a
former

constitutional
law
professor,
delivered
what some considered a
misleading warning to the
court regarding the health
care law.
“I’m
confident
that
the Supreme Court will
not take what would
be
an
unprecedented,
extraordinary
step
of
overturning a law that was
passed by a strong majority
of a democratically elected
Congress,” the president
said. “And I’d just remind
conservative commentators
that for years what we’ve
heard is, the biggest
problem on the bench was
judicial activism or a lack of
judicial restraint--that an
unelected group of people
would somehow overturn
a duly constituted and
passed law. Well, this is a
good example.”
White House spokesmen
tried to explain that Obama
recognizes
the
court’s
power to review laws passed
by Congress. His point, said
spokesman Jay Carney, is
that the Supreme Court
traditionally has “deferred
to Congress’ authority
in matters of national
economic importance.”
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reportedly sent
out last week.
During
an
A c a d e m i c
Senate meeting
held April 20,
faculty sought more clarification regarding
the reduction in force process as the
separation of the schools changes gears.
William Davis, an associate master
technical instructor in the Behavioral
Sciences Department, asked if Texas
Southmost College had made a formal
request for faculty members who will be
terminated by UT-Brownsville.
UT-Brownsville Provost Alan Artibise
replied that the college had not, and in an
interview with The Collegian after the
meeting, the provost said:
“People who worked for TSC in 1992 are
guaranteed a position back with TSC if, in
our process, they’re terminated. … As soon
as all faculty are notified, we will share the
list with TSC.”
He told the Academic Senate: “It was
inaccurate in the [Brownsville Herald] that
this list has been ‘long promised.’ … There
was no list given, until this week.”
The provost was referring to an article
in the local newspaper, published earlier in
the day, which said a TSC transition team
member had said the UT System had failed
to provide the list within the timeframe it
promised.
He clarified that although it was believed
that the university would terminate the
entire 1992 faculty, this is not the case.
“We have a genuine process that makes
recommendations based on all kinds of
other issues,” Artibise said.
Toward the end of the meeting, he
explained: “We are refocusing ourselves
now that the faculty right-sizing process
is almost complete in terms of having the
information needed to move forward. The
process takes several months but we can
move forward and return our attentions to
right-sizing the staff across the campus with
the view to having our recommendations
and taking actions early in May 2013.”
Creative Services Assistant Director
Camilla Montoya made a presentation on
the various marketing initiatives already in
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presents

An outdoor

fiesta featuring

Del Castillo
The Connectors
The Brew
6 p.m.
Saturday, May 5, 2012
The Arts Center Lawn
$30 for adults
$15 for children under 12
People are welcome to bring blankets
or lawn chairs, but no outside food or
beverages will be allowed.
Food vendors will be available.
utb.edu/artscenter
956-UTB-TKTS

place to promote UT-Brownsville, including
a recruitment landing page, “utbforyou.
com,” for incoming freshmen and transfer
students to get more information and a
separate retention website to motivate
current students to stay. The ads, using a
colorful design and quality photographs,
are specifically tailored to the location
they’re displayed, i.e. the airport, South
Padre Island and Harlingen.
The campaign has also placed ads in
San Antonio, Austin and one in a Mexican
university for the first time.
“We spent a lot of time analyzing our
social media. … We got to see the [analytics]
on our posts and which posts are getting the
attention of students or alumni, or people of
the community,” Montoya said.
The total budget for this initiative was
$280,ooo, which is half of the University of
Texas-Pan American’s budget and one-third
of STC’s.
The senate then heard UTB’s cocurriculum committee report from Ethel
Cantu, associate vice president for Academic
Affairs. Cantu mentioned that the Texas
Higher Education Coordinating Board has
identified six core objectives that all courses
in the curriculum must address: critical
thinking skills and communication skills,
which entail reading, writing, speaking,
listening and visual communication, must
be involved by all courses in the core. The
next are empirical and quantitative skills,
teamwork, personal responsibility and
social responsibility.
These six areas of skill have been
mandated by the Coordinating Board to be
addressed by the courses in the core.
“The UTB co-curriculum task force is
proposing two others that would be unique
to UTB: One is integration and vocation of
knowledge and recognition,” Cantu said.
These would focus on capstone courses,
research and student preparation for a
“more global society.”
Current policies and procedures will stay
in place until Fall 2013.
Lastly, Artibise announced that officials
from the Southern Association of Colleges
and Schools will visit the university today.
SACS is a regional accrediting agency.
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‘Las armas nacionales se han cubierto de gloria’ Estudiante
Brownsville celebra el 150 aniversario de la Batalla de Puebla
de hoy
30 de abril de 2012
the collegian

Por Viridiana Zúñiga

EDITORA DE ESPAÑOL

El profesor e investigador de la
Universidad Nacional Autónoma de
México, Bernardo Manuel Ibarrola
Zamora, visitará el campus para ofrecer
una conferencia sobre la Batalla de
Puebla este jueves, con motivo de la
conmemoración del 150 aniversario de
esta afrenta histórica.
“El consulado mexicano lo ha invitado
a Bernardo Ibarrola por su distinguido
conocimiento de la historia militar
mexicana”, dijo Anthony Knopp, emérito
profesor de historia en UTB/TSC.
La conferencia, titulada “Batalla del 5
de mayo”, tendrá lugar a las 11 a.m. en el
Salón Cassia.
“Ibarrola vino el año pasado a la Feria
del Libro e impartió una conferencia que
nos dejó un buen sabor de boca”, dijo
Rodolfo Quilantán-Arenas, cónsul de
México en Brownsville. “Esta conferencia
magistral tocará el tema del significado de
la Batalla de Puebla, una celebración en
la que se recuerda el triunfo del ejército
mexicano sobre el ejército más poderoso
del mundo en ese entonces”.
Ibarrola, profesor de historia de la
Facultad de Filosofía y Letras de la
UNAM, obtuvo un doctorado en América
Latina Contemporánea en el Instituto
Universitario de Investigación Ortega y
Gasset, y otro en historia y geografía en la
Universidad Complutense de Madrid.
Fue recipiente de la Medalla Gabino
Barreda, al mérito académico, y del
Reconocimiento Distinción Universidad
Nacional Para Jóvenes Académicos en el
área de docencia en ciencias sociales por
la UNAM, ambos en el 2008.
Sus publicaciones comprenden “Las
fuerzas militares y la fundación del
Estado liberal mexicano, 1848-1877”
en el libro “Miradas sobre la nación
liberal: 1848-1948. Proyectos, debates
y desafíos”; “Las reformas de las fuerzas
chilenas de tierra durante el gobierno de
José Manuel Balmaceda: el fracaso inicial
de Emil Körner”, en la revista de historia,
sociedad y cultura Ulúa y “El huertismo:
contrarrevolución y reforma” en el tomo
IV de Gran Historia de México Ilustrada,
entre otras.
“Él fue requerido debido a su amplio
conocimiento en el área de la historia
militar mexicana”, dijo Knopp. “El
consulado quiso contribuir con el impacto
que la celebración del 5 de mayo comienza
a tener en el Valle”.
En 1862, había una intervención en
México por parte de España, Inglaterra
y Francia debido a que el entonces
presidente, Benito Juárez, había decidido
que la deuda que se tenía con ellos, no se
podría pagar.
“Después de un tiempo, México llegó a
un acuerdo con ellos y España e Inglaterra
se retiraron; Francia, por otra parte,
que estaba bajo el mando de Napoleón
III, tenía otras intenciones”, dijo él.
“Con las fuerzas francesas, que eran las
más poderosas, él tenía la intención de
marchar hacia la Ciudad de México y
tomar el control del país. Básicamente,
Napoleón quería restaurar el imperio
francés en América”.
Para llegar a la Ciudad de México desde
Veracruz, los franceses tendrían que
tomar la ruta que pasaba por Puebla.

MIGUEL ÁNGEL ROBERTS/collegian
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Fuerte de Loreto en Puebla, México.

“Entonces, el ejército mexicano, bajo
el mando del General Ignacio Zaragoza,
se preparó para emboscarlos ahí”, dijo
Knopp.
El batallón mexicano, que era más
pequeño que el francés y no contaba con
las armas suficientes, ocupó la ciudad
de Puebla y los fuertes de Loreto y
Guadalupe.
Cuando los franceses atacaron, en 5 de
mayo de 1862, los mexicanos ofrecieron
resistencia efectivamente y, bajo el
liderazgo de Zaragoza y el joven Porfirio
Díaz, detuvieron la invasión francesa y los
obligaron a regresar a Veracruz.
“Los
mexicanos
tuvieron
un
triunfo significativo sobre la fuerza
militar europea que estaba entrenada
profesionalmente”, dijo Knopp.
El presidente Juárez declaró el 5
de mayo día de fiesta nacional para
conmemorar la batalla.
“Esta fue una victoria política y moral”,
dijo Quilantán-Arenas. “En ese momento,
los mexicanos estaban desesperanzados
y escépticos por la pérdida de territorio
que había sufrido el país tres años atrás,
pero el haber derrocado al ejército más
poderoso del mundo fue motivo de
unidad nacional”.
La Batalla de Puebla se celebra
cada año con desfiles, actos cívicos
y manifestaciones de patriotismo en
México.
“En Estados Unidos, el 5 de mayo es
un fenómeno cultural muy interesante
pues, aunque es importante, no es una
de las celebraciones principales para
los mexicanos”, dijo Knopp. “El 16 de
septiembre [día de la independencia], el
20 de noviembre [día de la Revolución
Mexicana] e incluso el 12 de diciembre
[día de la Virgen de Guadalupe], son las
fechas con más importancia en México”.
De acuerdo a Quilantán-Arenas, esta
celebración adquirió más fuerza en los
Estados Unidos porque es un símbolo de
orgullo étnico y racial, así como una de las
aportaciones de los latinos a este país.
“Con el movimiento de los derechos
civiles y la llegada de los braceros a
Estados Unidos, esta fecha ganó más
importancia”, él dijo. “En 1995, el

presidente Bill Clinton, declaró el 5 de
mayo como una fiesta cívica oficial”.
Knopp invita a la comunidad
universitaria
a
aprovechar
esta
oportunidad para escuchar a un experto
en la materia.
“Escuchar a un erudito mexicano
es algo único y es una de las cosas
que la universidad está tratando de
implementar”, dijo él. “Están intentando
de traer ideas y presentaciones del
exterior para ampliar el horizonte de los
estudiantes”.
La conferencia está patrocinada por el
consulado mexicano, College of Liberal
Arts y el departamento de historia de la
universidad.
Otros eventos cívicos, deportivos
y comunitarios que tendrán lugar
para conmemorar esta fecha, son los
siguientes:
--Presentación del coro infantil de la
iglesia Restauración y Poder dirigido por
Francisco Batalla Bahena, hoy a las 5:30
p.m., en el Arts Center.
--Presentación del grupo de percusión
prehispánica Chaac y de la banda de
marimba Mexicana Marimbalacrán, por
el instructor David López y el profesor
adjunto Tom Nevill, el martes a las 6:30
p.m. en el Arts Center.
--Exhibición fotográfica “Los que
se quedan,” por parte de la cancillería
mexicana, el miércoles en el ITEC Center.
--Cena en el puente, el jueves de 7 a 11
p.m. en el Puente Viejo.
--Seminario
sobre
Promoción
Económica con Julio Carlos Marrón de
ProMexico, el viernes a las 10:30 a.m. en
el edificio Cueto, ubicado en la calle East
Madison, No. 1301.
--Orquesta de Cuerdas de UTB por las
instructora Martha Placeres, el viernes a
las 6:30 p.m. en el ITEC Center.
--Torneos de fútbol y béisbol en la
“Copa 5 de Mayo”, el sábado de 8:30 a.m.
a 2 p.m. el sábado en Brownsville Sports
Park.
--Fiesta al aire libre con la participación
de Del Castillo, The Connectors y The
Brew, el sábado a las 6 p.m. en el Arts
Center.

Horarios de la bilioteca durante finales
La bliblioteca nueva estará abierta en los siguientes horarios:
Hoy - Jueves
y 7 - 10 de mayo
7:30 a.m. - 1 a.m.

Viernes, 4 de mayo - 5 de mayo
y Viernes, 11 de mayo-Sábado, May 12
Horario normal

Domingo, 6 de mayo
y Domingo, 13 de mayo
1 p.m. - 1 a.m.

Nombre: Trevor Guston
Edad: 21
Especialidad: Ingeniería mecánica
Clasificación: Estudiante de tercer año
Fecha de graduación: Primavera
2015
Promedio: 3.4
Ciudad natal: Amarillo
Pasatiempos: “Me gusta tocar guitarra
e ir a la playa. También disfruto ver jugar
a los Rangers”.
¿Cuáles son tus metas? “Terminar
mis estudios en la Universidad de Texas
en Brownsville y comenzar a trabajar
como ingeniero inmediatamente.
¿Cuál es tu inspiración? “El hecho
de ver como las personas logran
conquistar lo imposible, aun cuando
dicen no poder lograr hacer algo, pero
luchan incansablemente por obtenerlo
y finalmente lo logran, simplemente eso
personalmente me motiva mucho”.
¿Cuál sería tu trabajo ideal? “Me
gustaría trabajar en Bell Helicopter in
Amarillo construyendo helicópteros
para el ejercito militar”.
¿Qué
técnicas
utilizas
para
estudiar? “Me gusta leer mis propios
apuntes, regularmente lo hago por la
noche antes de irme a dormir y también
en la mañana. Escuché que esa es una
de las mejores maneras de recordar el
material cubierto en clase”.
¿Cuál es tu consejo para los
alumnos de nuevo ingreso? “Yo
les recomiendo organizar su tiempo,
planificar su día y sobre todo encontrar
un balance entre su vida social y sus
estudios. Y todavía tener suficiente
tiempo para dormir”.
Anécdota: “Durante las primeras
semanas de mi estancia en Brownsville,
iba manejando por la calle Internacional,
y por accidente me fui derecho en lugar de
voltear a la izquierda, seguí manejando,
sabía que había un puente, pero no
sabía exactamente dónde, ya que nunca
había vivido aquí. No me percaté que la
calle terminaba. Y que al final de esta,
estaba el puente para cruzar a México.
Afortunadamente, no pude cruzar, ya
que me di cuenta a tiempo que estaba
en el lugar equivocado, lo peor hubiera
sido, que hubiera cruzado, porque no
tendría manera de regresar, ya que no
tenía un pasaporte. Reconozco que sí
me preocupé un poco por un momento
cuando me percaté de donde estaba.
Para mi buena suerte pude regresar sin
ningún problema”.
--Recopilado por Jasmin Euceda
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Wed.

Thurs.

Fri.
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One week to go
The last day of
classes is in exactly
one week! Make
sure to talk to all of
your professors, get
registered for Summer
I and tie up those
loose ends before
focusing on finals.

May Day
Today is International
Workers Day.
Recognized in 1891
after the Haymarket
Massacre in Chicago,
this day celebrates
the international labor
movements and leftwing movements.
International Workers
Day, also known as
May Day, is national
holiday in more than
80 countries.

Zodiac Exhibit
The Brownsville
Museum of Fine
Art hosts Mexican
Constructivist artist
Sebastian’s “Zodiac
Exhibit,” composed
of silver sculptures
and geometric
figures. Tickets are
$5 for adults, $3 for
students and children
under 6 enter for free.
For more information
call, 542-0941.

Let’s talk sex
Get informed about
safe-sex practices
from professionals
across Brownsville.
Enjoy free food,
music, door prizes
and the STD “House
of Consequences.”
Safe Sex-apalooza
runs from 10 a.m. to
2 p.m. on the Union
lawn. Admission is
free.

Leadercast 2012
Leadership Mission
is hosting Chikfil-A’s Leadercast
2012, a live stream
from Atlanta, Ga.,
where you have the
opportunity to hear
from leaders like
NFL quarterback
Tim Tebow or CNN
anchor Soledad
O’Brien. For more
information, visit
http://bit.ly/I8BKQX.

Grupo Vena
Upside Down
Bar Events hosts
Aventura and
Xtreme’s new
collaboration group,
Vena. Doors open
at 8 p.m. Concert
ends at 11 p.m. at
the Jacob Brown
Auditorium, 600
International Blvd.
Ticket prices vary
from VIP to general
admission. For more
information, call 3502691 or 579-8624.

--Compiled by Regina Miller
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ANNOUNCEMENTS
SPECIAL NEEDS Fair

The City of Brownsville, Baylor
Medical
College
and
Texas
Children’s Hospital will host a
resource fair and seminar for parents,
teachers and health professionals on
Tuesday at the Brownsville Events
Center. Come find out about community
organizations that give information about
health, activities, support organizations
and many other resources for children
with special needs from 3:30 to 6:30
p.m. Admission is free but registration
is required. For more information, call
Donna Page at 832-882-4182 or www.
bcm.edu/eveninggenetics.

Suicide Prevention

Tuesday is the last day to register for
UTB/TSC Student Health Services
and the College of Nursing’s
conference,“Recognizing Issues of
Mental Illness among Adolescents
and Young Adults for Suicide
Prevention.” The conference will take
place from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Friday in the
SET-B Lecture Hall. It will address such
topics as youth and suicide nationwide
and Texas, veterans and post-traumatic
stress disorder, domestic violence and
emotional health, sexual abuse, substance
abuse, bullying, self-compassion and
psychological well-being. The registration
fee is $100, $110 on site. For more
information, call Student Health Services
at 882-3896.

Cinco de Meow Fun Run

Brownsville Pet Advocates With
Solution will host the Cinco de Meow
Fun Run at 9 a.m. Saturday at the
Rancho Viejo City Hall. You can run with
your dog in this 5K fun run. Participants,
exhibitors and sponsors are needed. A
celebration will follow with music, arts
and crafts, adoptable animals and much
more. The cost to run in the race is $15 and
exhibit space is $20. Admission is free for
children age 8 and younger and for dogs.
Proceeds will benefit local animal rescue.
For more information, call P.A.W.S. Vice
President Christine Alejandro at 5722282.

Junior Ranger Day

Palo Alto Battlefield National
Historical Park will host Junior Ranger
Day 2012: Civil War to Civil Rights from
10 a.m. to 3 p.m. Saturday at the Palo Alto
Battlefield, 7200 Paredes Line Rd. The
event will feature games and activities,
living history presentations and prizes.
Admission is free. Volunteers are needed
from 9 a.m. to 3:30 p.m. For more
information, call 541-2785.

Sun.
Pedal to Padre
Join the largest bike
tour in the Rio Grande
Valley as you ride from
the Brownsville Events
Center to South Padre
Island, making your way
over to Schlitterbahn to
celebrate. The bike tour
starts at 8 a.m. For more
information visit, http://
www.riverrockets.com/.

POLICE REPORTS
Bowling Tournament

The UTB Alumni Association will
host the GutterBALL Tournament
of Champions at 11 a.m. Saturday at
Galaxy Bowling Center. The cost is $100
per team. First-, second- and third-place
teams will be based on overall score.
Additional awards include turkey award,
most spirited team, best team name, best
dressed team, pin conservation award
and people’s choice award. To register,
call the Office of Alumni Relations at
882-4337 or visit utb.edu/gutterball.

REK Center Extended Hours

The REK Center will have extended
hours of operation May 7 through 14:
6 a.m. to midnight Monday through
Thursday, 6 a.m.-10 p.m. Friday and 10
a.m.-4 p.m. Saturday. The computer lab
located in REK 1.502 will be open from
5-10 p.m. Monday through Friday. The
swimming pool and REK field hours will
not be extended. For more information,
call the REK Center at 882-5972 or e-mail
campusrec@utb.edu.

Complete Streets Workshop

The City of Brownsville will host
a Complete Streets Workshop
featuring Kevin St. Jacques, a member
of the National Complete Streets
Speaker Bureau, at 6 p.m. May 16 in
the Brownsville Events Center’s Major
Jacob Brown Room. St. Jacques will
present a complete streets overview and
give insights drawn from his experience
in working with other cities and
organizations to develop complete street
policies. Complete streets are designed to
enable safe access for all users: pedestrians,
bicyclists, motorists and transit riders of
all ages and abilities. Admission is free.
For more information, call 548-6009.

Chick-Fil-A specials

Chick-fil-A at the Student Union
has new breakfast and lunch specials.
Buy any breakfast item and receive a
free coffee. Breakfast items include the
spicy biscuit, sausage biscuit, Chickfil-A biscuit, three-count chicken minis,
oatmeal and cinnamon clusters. For
lunch, buy any Chick-fil-A sandwich
with a side order of chips and receive a
free medium sweet tea. Chick-fil-A also
offers regular and spicy sandwiches, as
well as salads and wraps.  The restaurant
serves breakfast from 7:30 to 10:30 a.m.
and lunch from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday
through Friday. Chick-fil-A is also offering
stamp cards: Buy six items get the next for
free. Stop by today for breakfast or lunch
and pick up your card at the Chick-fil-A in
the Student Union. For more information,
call the Student Union at 882-7035.  

--Compiled by Magaly Rosales

The following are among the incidents
reported to Campus Police between
April 9 and 13.
Monday, April 9
8:47 a.m.: A Physical Plant
employee reported several more
windows broken and a dog inside
the Neutra House with fresh water
and food.
5:14 p.m.: A vehicle was booted and cited for having
a tampered parking permit. A staff member reported
that her brother dropped off the vehicle in Lot U and
after work she noticed that the vehicle was booted. She
called her brother, who said that he altered the permit
so she would not get a citation while it was parked on
campus. The staff member said the vehicle belonged to
her brother, who had no affiliation with UTB/TSC but
she was going to be responsible for the citation. She
signed a citation payment agreement plan. The boot
was removed from the car and the corrupt permit was
confiscated.
Thursday, April 12
12:48 p.m.: An officer noticed graffiti on the Casa Bella
gate facing East Taylor and 27th streets. The graffiti
read “421” in white paint. A Physical Plant employee was
asked to remove the graffiti. The damage was estimated
at $30.
3:30 p.m.: A staff member from the Raul J. Guerra
Early Childhood Center reported that a lock was
missing from the exterior gate between Cortez Hall and
Cardenas Hall North. She said that she went outside the
day before to secure all the gates and noticed the lock
was missing, searched the area and asked teachers if
any students had turned in a lock.
7:14 p.m.: A student’s vehicle was booted for having a
fictitious permit. The officer met with the student who
admitted to making a copy of his brother’s permit and
said that he was going to be responsible for the citation
of his vehicle. The student signed the citation payment
plan agreement and was advised that a copy of the
report would be forwarded to the Dean of Students.
Friday, April 13
8:20 a.m.: A staff member reported that someone tried
to pry open the front door of the Go-Green Assistance
Center. Nothing was reported missing.
6:30 p.m.: A Casa Bella staff member reported that
non-residents were using the swimming pool. She told
them that they could not be in the pool but they ignored
her and one stated that his uncle lived in the student
housing complex. She said they then left the area by
climbing over the fence in the back of the pool area. The
staff member said this incident has occurred before but
they left before she was able to make contact with them.
The officer dispatched noticed four juveniles leaving the
back area of Casa Bella and was able to make contact
with two who stated that they did not know the pool
was private property. The two minors were transported
to the Campus Police station where their parents were
contacted to take custody of the juveniles. The parents
were informed that if this incident were to happen
again, the minors would be arrested and transported to
a juvenile detention center.
--Compiled by Samantha Ruiz
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Diamond Duke of the Week Muro makes way to nationals
But women’s team falls short of qualifying
By Valerie Nichole Secrease
Sports Editor

MOISES GRIMALDO/collegian

Name: Peter Maldonado
Classification: Senior
Major: Pre-Med Biology
Sport: Baseball/Outfield
Who do you look up to? Why?
“I would have to say my dad because he taught me
pretty much everything about sports. He introduced
me to sports. He is also a doctor and just a great dad.”
What are some of your hobbies?
“I would say just doing normal guy stuff: watching
TV, watching movies, going fishing and playing other
sports.”
What is your favorite thing about baseball?
“My favorite thing about baseball has to be the
competition and having good teammates and just the
unity and bonds that you build with them.”
When did you start playing baseball?
“I started playing when I was 4 years old, since T-ball.
My dad also introduced me to that, and I have been
playing ever since.”
What is next for you after graduating?
“After graduation, I plan on taking the MCAT [Medical
College Admission Test] and, hopefully, then applying
to medical school and also working for a year before
going to med school.”
--Valerie Nichole Secrease

Freshman golfer Alainey Muro
won medalist honors at the NAIA
Unaffiliated #1 Tournament at
the Lincoln Park Golf Course in
Oklahoma City.
Muro crushed the school record
for the best two-round total with a
145, which qualified her for a spot
in the NAIA national championship
at the Link Hills Country Club in
Greenville, Tenn., May 15-19.
Head Coach Anthony Lopez said
he was proud of Muro and all of her
hard work, as well as the team’s hard
work and effort.
“It was a great feeling to see
her play so well and dominate
the tournament,” Lopez told The
Collegian last Thursday afternoon
in a telephone interview. “It was
pretty neat and kind of surreal,
too, because there were some very
talented players there. Overall, it
was a really great thing to see. I’m
proud of her and the team as well,
too, for the way they performed.”
Muro said the feeling of winning
the tournament was something
that she has never felt before and
something that she has worked hard
for.
“It’s such an indescribable
feeling winning the conference
tournament,” she said. “I couldn’t
be happier. This is a moment I didn’t
think would come so early in my
college career and the fact that it has
is so overwhelming. It feels amazing
knowing that all my hard work has
paid off.”
The UTB/TSC Women’s Golf Team
shot a team total of 655, leaving it
one shot short of qualifying for the
national championship tournament.
They had a first round score of 328
on April 23 and 327 last Tuesday.
Freshman Veronika Vasquez had
the second best total with a 169,
shooting an 83 last Tuesday after an
opening-round 86.

Muro’s 145 total was six shots
better than the previous record
set by Martinez in the 2009
tournament, 151.
This is the second time this
semester Muro has achieved
medalist honors. She also
finished first at the Schreiner
Spring Women’s Shootout in
Kerrville Feb. 28.
She shot a two-round total of
155, which was her previous best
for the year before last Tuesday,
according to an Athletics
Department news release.
Although Muro came out
on top in the tournament, she
overcame some struggles before
making her way to the top.
“I went through a lot of
struggles to get where I am,” she
said. “Mentally, I was worried
about whether or not I was
ready for this tournament and
I struggled with my game a few
weeks before as well, but I knew
I just had to relax, gather all my
confidence and go out there and
do the best that I could do by
collegian file photo
leaving it all out on the course.”
While everyone else is done
Freshman golfer Alainey Muro won medalist honors at the
for the season, Muro will be
NAIA Unaffiliated #1 Tournament in Oklahoma City, which
practicing and training to prepare
qualified her for a spot in the NAIA national championship in
for the national championship
Greenville, Tenn.
tournament.
Senior Krystal Garza shot a 40
“I’ve already met with her and we
on the back nine last Tuesday en have set a schedule for the next few
route to an 85 score and a 170 total. weeks leading up to the national
Elizabeth Garza shot 86 and 85 for a tournament,” Lopez said. “We kind
171, and Cat Lira shot rounds of 92 of picked apart her rounds at the
and 89.
conference tournament to see where
The tournament marked the she did lose a shot or what was it
final one in the collegiate career of based off of. We do have a game
Krystal Garza, the only senior on plan, and basically it amounts to
the women’s team.
going through the same routines
On April 23, Muro tied with the that she’s been doing, the same
school record set by alumna April practices. We’re going to increase
Martinez in the same tournament in some work on putting and short
2009 with a one-under-par 71.
game, so we’ll be doing some more
Last Tuesday, she had a two-over- drills to improve that area a little
par 74 for a 145 total, running away bit.”
with medalist honors. Her closest
competitor was seven shots behind
with a 152.

What’s next for the Scorpions?
Baseball team reflects on final season, makes plans for the future

By Valerie Nichole Secrease
Sports Editor

MIGUEL ANGEL ROBERTS/collegian

Scorpion first baseman Rick Alanis warms up during practice last Wednesday at
Scorpion Field.

In their final season, the
UTB/TSC Baseball Team
set its sights on the NAIA
national
championship
opening round May 10-13.
The
fourth-seeded
Scorpions,
however,
faced a last hurdle
before nationals, as they
traveled to Shreveport,
La., last Thursday for
the Red River Athletic
Conference Tournament.
The Scorpions began play
against the Texas Wesleyan
University
Rams
last
Saturday at Pilots’ Field.
Results were unavailable
at press time.
The Scorpions (28-24
overall, 16-11 conference as
of April 21) have finished
second in the opening
round of nationals the last
two years, in Lubbock in
2010 and Oklahoma City
in 2011.
The location for the

national
championship
has yet to be announced.
The
Scorpions
had
a rough time as they
were swept in a threegame home series by
the University of the
Southwest Mustangs April
20 and 21.
Due to a rainstorm and
hail, the first game of the
series was suspended and
resumed April 21. The
Mustangs came out on top,
and took the first win over
the Scorpions 7-6.
In Game 2, junior Adam
Vera pitched seven solid
innings, but was the losing
pitcher for the Scorpions.
Vera threw 93 pitches,
struck out seven and had
no walks.
The Scorpions scored
their only run in the first
inning without a hit.
They had only six hits in
the game, three by Scott
Frazier.
The Mustangs collected
their second win of

the series, beating the
Scorpions by only one run,
2-1.
The two teams were
neck-and-neck in Game 3,
but it was the Mustangs
that wrapped it up and
took it home to finish the
game, 4-3.
The Scorpions led in the
first inning, 1-0, only to see
the Mustangs tie the game,
1-1, and take a 3-1 lead in
the fifth inning.
UTB/TSC tied the game
3-3 with single runs in the
sixth and seventh innings.
USW scratched a run in
the top of the ninth to take
a 4-3 lead, according to
an Athletics Department
news release.
The Scorpions had nine
hits, two each by Zach
Cordia, Ricardo Alanis
and K.J. Semien. Alanis
drove in two runs.
Starting pitcher Matt
Leffler had a solid game,
pitching the first eight
innings. He threw 93

pitches, struck out three
and walked only one.
Brody
Chamberlain,
who pitched to the first
batter in the ninth inning,
was the losing pitcher of
the game.
Head
Coach
Bryan
Aughney said the team
did not play its best in
the series, but it was an
emotional time for all of
them.
“Well, other than the fact
that we didn’t play our best
defense, and obviously we
didn’t hit a ton, but it was
an emotional weekend,”
Aughney said. “I think it
just kind of got to us, and
just sank in. It was a little
somber moment for all of
us, so it was an emotional
day for myself and for
the rest of the guys. So,
hopefully, we can just put
that behind us and go play
now.”
Last December, the
university
announced

See BASEBALL, Page 18
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Extended library hours during finals

ROCK

Continued from Page 7
poetry,” Contreras said, as he sipped from a Stripes cup
after a long day of music enjoyment. “We got a couple
of bands working together over there. I think everyone
should really invite their friends.”
A last-minute addition to the lineup caught Solitaire’s
attention to note it as a highlight.
“I think they are still high school students but a
throwback to ’80s thrash metal,” Solitaire said. “I was
like wow that’s cool for a last-minute addition. It was
awesome.”
But above all, Rock ’n’ Beats created fertile ground to
begin collaboration between the divergent acts.
“Seeing all these different genres support one another
is pretty much the whole reason why this event is thrown
so, that way, we all start supporting everyone’s style so
our networks start to grow,” Solitaire said.
Roaming around the booths of several on-campus
organizations amid the booming from various stages, a
festival patron would notice that many of the attendees
did not look like UTB/TSC students.
“It is focused more towards the younger crowd vs. the
older crowd because the younger crowd will come out just
to support the music,” Solitaire said. “They won’t need
the extra elements like alcohol and stuff. It kind of shows
them that the school does do cool events for them.”
The four-stage setup surprised some, Solitaire said.
“Even though it’s done on a much smaller scale, it gives
you that feeling of a big city festival, like if you were to
go to FunFunFun Fest or ACL,” he said. “That’s already
like humungous festivals but it’s the same idea, just on a
smaller local scale.”
Although the hip-hop stage got the heavy rays of
sunlight for the most part of the day, Oscar Calvillo from
rap group The Retros and a senior at Hanna High School
said the smaller-than-expected crowd showed support,
despite his slurring on account of his nervousness.
“They rocked with you, they vibed with you,” Calvillo
said. “You told them to do something, they reacted. It
wasn’t just a dead crowd.”
Solitaire said another Rock ’n’ Beats is planned for
next year with hopes of a bigger crowd, more acts and a
potential change of venue. Stay tuned, UT-Brownsville:
This could be the city’s next massive music staple.

VOTE

Continued from Page 1

But lips are mum when it
comes to the winner.
“We’re not giving the
results until fall because we
have to make sure we hit all of
our licensing and trademark

issues,” Fuentes-Martin said.
Once direction is given to the administration and
mascot committee by Craig Westheimer of the University
of Texas System Office of Trademark and Licensing,
an “extraordinary” event is envisioned to unveil UTBrownsville’s new symbol.
“We believe it will be Welcome Week but we might have
to move it up or move it back, depending on issues that
come up,” Fuentes-Martin said.
Many questions still rest on the committee’s minds as
the university community readies for the summer months.
“Is the trademark just for the name? Is the trademark for
the design? Do we hire a company to do the design? Do we
have a design contest with students in the fall?” the dean of
students said.
The Office of Trademark and Licensing will clarify what
exactly UT-Brownsville can do in planning for the future
mascot.
As for the winner of the mascot door decorating contest,
the Center for Civic Engagement took the prize with 952
likes for its lounging ocelot theme. The university featured
the pictures of 21 doors decorated with the mascot finalists
and announced the winner via Facebook Thursday after
the online community shared its mouse clicks.
Bougainvillea Court elections had 3,509 votes cast and
the results are as follows:
Jose Martinez of Mu Alpha Nu, and Cassandra
Hernandez, Sigma Psi Delta, took the crowns for king and
queen with 1,218 votes;
Pedro Rangel and Ericka Rangel of the Student
Government Association, were crowned prince and
princess with 422 votes.
Samuel
Camarillo
and
Keirsten
Velasquez, Residential Life, took the titles
of duke and duchess with 495 votes;
And, Moises Grimaldo and Valerie
Secrease, Student Media Club, were named
lord and lady with 422 votes.
The lucky couples were crowned at the
Pedro Rangel &
Bougainvillea Ball Saturday night.
Ericka Rangel

Moises Grimaldo

Valerie Secrease

Keirsten Velasquez

Samuel Camarillo

By Viridiana Zúñiga
SPANISH EDITOR

The University Boulevard Library will offer extended
hours for students during the final exams period, starting
today, officials said.
“Students are welcome to come in and have access to
the study rooms and the computer lab,” said Annabel
Treviño, university librarian. “After 11 p.m., the students
will need to present their ID card for security purposes,
because we want to make sure that it is a safe environment
for everybody.”
A Campus Police security guard will be on duty until 1
a.m. outside the library.
About 500 students use the facility on a daily basis.
During the Fall 2011 final exams, an average of 125
students made use of the library after 11 p.m. each day.
The Arnulfo L. Oliveira Library will continue with its
regular operating hours.
Asked about the services the Physical Plant offers
during final exams, Director Abraham Hernandez said:
“Physical Plant personnel are available from 8 a.m. to
9:30 p.m. Monday through Thursday and from 8 a.m.
to 5 p.m. on Friday. Any maintenance needs that occur
after working hours and/or on weekends are routed to
our on-call personnel and addressed according to their
needs.”
Asked how the Physical Plant keeps the lights and
air conditioning on beyond standard hours, Hernandez
responded: “Depending on the facility in question
determines how the system infrastructures are
controlled. Some buildings are automated and controlled
via a computer system while others are stand-alone and

BASEBALL

Continued from Page 17
that it would end the
baseball program because of
budget cuts stemming from
the upcoming separation of
UT-Brownsville and Texas
Southmost College. The
program will be replaced
with men’s and women’s
cross
country
teams,
which are less expensive to
operate, officials have said.
Infielder Brad Regehr
said his time playing for
UTB/TSC has been an
enjoyable
experience
that has given him the
opportunity to make some
good friends.
“It’s been really good,”
Regehr said. “I’ve got to
meet and play with some
great guys, and I feel like
we are doing really well
this year, so, hopefully, we
can put our name out there
and raise some questions as
to why they’re cutting the
baseball team.”
Pitcher Zach Armstrong
said it’s been a roller-coaster
ride for him, but overall he
has had good time playing
for the university.
“It’s been up and down,
definitely emotionally and
on the field for play ability,”
Armstrong said. “We’ve
been really hot and we’ve
been really cold, so it’s been
a tossup, but I think we
are on the right track right
now.”
Pitcher
Brody
Chamberlain
said
the
season hasn’t gone quite
like they planned, but the
team chemistry has made
the experience one to
remember.
“This last season has
been a good one as far
as camaraderie with the
teammates,” Chamberlain
said. “The season hasn’t
gone exactly like we
planned it, but we still
have a winning record and
we still believe we are in a

position to be successful.
There is a little bit of a cloud
over our heads with the
program shutting down,
and I know there are lot
of guys that are unsure of
what they are doing next
year, but we just have to put
that behind us on the field.”
With this being the last
season for the baseball
program, one of the biggest
concerns has been what
is next for the players and
coaches.
Athletics Director Todd
Lowery said the university
is helping the players get
placed in other programs
after the baseball season is
officially over.
“Basically, we’re finishing
up this year,” Lowery
told The Collegian in an
interview last Thursday.
“Most of the players and
coaches are still focused
on that, but we have
had some interests from
other schools. As soon as
interests come in, we sign
a release of contact, so that
by four-year rules of other
universities, they can’t
contact our students until
they have that. So once
they have that, they can
communicate directly with
our student athletes. And,
basically, any statistical
information, we try to get
that to them right away.”
Asked
about
his
prospects,
Chamberlain
replied: “Well, thankfully,
UTB has offered to fulfill
our scholarships, so I
still have some eligibility
left and I’m going to take
them up on that offer, and
continue on my undergrad
here under the scholarship,
and then I’m going to see
from there.”
Depending on some
options, Armstrong plans
to return to UT-Brownsville
to pursue his degree.
“It really all depends, I
was hoping to come back
and finish my degree here,”
he said. “I have a meeting
with the athletics director

Christopher Peña/collegian

Sophomore education major Fatima Huerta (from left), sophomore education major
Perla Frias and junior education major Dalia De la Fuente work on an assignment last
Wednesday in the University Boulevard Library. Final exams start May 8.

have to be monitored on site.”
The University Boulevard Library’s hours of operation
are as follows:

Today through Thursday
and May 7-10
7:30 a.m.-1 a.m.
Friday and Saturday
and May 11 and 12
Regular hours of operation
May 6 and May 13
1 p.m.-1 a.m.

For more information, call 882-8221.

to discuss scholarships, so
I’m planning to come back
and, hopefully, finish my
degree here.”
Regehr also plans to stay
at UTB/TSC to finish his
degree and then move back
home to Canada.
“This is my fourth year
so I’m just going to finish
school here, and then go
back home and work,” he
said.
Lowery said the Athletics
Department
will
help
the coaches in any way
they can to find other job
opportunities.
“The coaches are just
now starting into their
job search,” he said of
Aughney and Assistant
Coach Wade Pope. “They’ve
been focused on wrapping
up the season, and they’ve
dedicated all of their time
to that. Really, the job
market, as far as hiring
cycle for university coaches,
won’t start until the season
wraps up. Most people
are wrapping up their
season with conference
tournaments, and into the
next couple of weeks, but
the coaches will go after the
jobs that they want to apply
for and we will definitely
help them any way that we
can.”
Unlike some of his
players, Aughney isn’t
quite sure what is going to
happen after the season
is over. He said his main
concern now is the players.
“My first priority is taking
care of these players that
we have here, and making
sure that they find a home,
and get comfortable in the
situation for themselves,
and then I’ll worry about
myself,” he said.
Another question that
has come up is the future
of Scorpion Field and all
of the baseball equipment
that goes along with it.
“The major stuff like the
field and lights and all that
other stuff is actually TSC
property, so it will remain

with TSC,” Lowery said.
“The [game] equipment
here, we are still trying
to decide what we can do
with it, whether it will go
to auction, or maybe donate
it to local programs, but
all those are still yet to be
determined.”
Texas Southmost College
President Lily Tercero said
the future of Scorpion Field
has yet to be decided.
“That’s another piece
of the element that is
still under review and
evaluation,” she said. “We
have to go through the
whole process of reviewing
all of the facilities and then
working and talking with
the UT transition team, so
we’re trying to figure out
what we are going to do. We
still have not entered into
those detailed negotiations,
so we’re still uncertain as to
the use and future of that
area.”
Tercero said she’s unsure
about the future of the
baseball program at TSC as
of now.
“Basically right now
we’re in the process of
re-establishing TSC as
a separately accredited
institution and our primary
goal now is student
success,” she said. “We’re
going to focus on creating a
strong supportive learning
experience for our students.
We have very many exciting
tasks that are currently
under way, and there are
many more that we need to
complete by Fall 2013, so at
this time we haven’t really
conducted any analysis
on intercollegiate sports,
which would include the
baseball team. Our primary
mission right now is to
first address our mission
of providing a quality
and affordable education.
Once we have that all
accomplished, then we will
be in a better position to
assess other opportunities,
including
intercollegiate
sports.”
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SUMMER & FALL 2012

ONLINE COURSE LIST
WITH PRELIMINARY SYLLABUS
REGISTRATION
STARTS MAY 1st
UNDERGRADUATE ONLINE COURSES
SUMMER 2012

FALL 2012

GRADUATE ONLINE COURSES
SUMMER 2012

FALL 2012

Visit us online for a complete
List of Online Courses
with Preliminary Syllabus!

utb.edu/online
MASTER’S online

BACHELOR’S online
• B.S., Criminal Justice
• B.S., Nursing
• Bachelor of Multidisciplinary Studies
• B.A.T., Workforce Leadership and Supervision
• B.A.T., Computer Information Systems Technology
• B.A.T., Health Services Technology
• B.A.A.S., Applied Business Technology
• B.A.A.S., Legal Studies
• Bachelor of Applied Arts and Sciences

• M.Ed., Educational Technology
• M.S., Mathematics
• M.B.A.
• M.A. in Spanish Translation and Interpreting
• M.S. in Nursing Administration
• M.S. in Nursing Education
• M.S. in Computer Science
GRADUATE CERTIFICATES online
• Master Technology Teacher
• E-Learning
• Graduate Certiﬁcate in Spanish Translation

ONLINE STUDENT SUPPORT
SETB
2nd Floor
Room 2.320

CALL CENTER

Toll Free: 1-866-654-4555
Local: (956) 882-6696
onlinecourses@utb.edu
Follow us on:

www.utb.edu/online

• Blackboard Student Training Sessions
• Online Mandatory Advising Scheduling Assistance
• Online Students Admissions and Registration Assistance
• Online Test Proctoring Services
• Blackboard Student Technical Support

INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY SERVICES
ONLINE LEARNING
utb.edu/online • myutb.blackboard.com

